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God Space is an energy you can sign on to spiritually. You are either in it or you are not. Your
password is in your heart. In God Space you will find inquiry, self-realization, peace, tranquility,
tikun olam (repair of the world), justice, equality, equanimity, self-care, self-love, spirit, soul and
truth. When you sign-on to God Space, you and those around you go to their higher beings and
their behavior reflects it. They think before they act and speak, with kavanah (mindful intention)
heartfelt prayer and blessing happen in God Space, and when appropriate, miracles too! In God
Space music, art, dance, poetry, prose and nature speak so loudly, it is difficult if not impossible
to hear antipathy, negativity, hatred, fear and doubt.
God Space is like Cyberspace in many ways--You can't see it, touch it, feel it, hold it or even hear it
--You have to log in and have a password
--You are either signed on or signed out
--It had incredible power
--It is changing, growing and expanding all the time
--It has no beginning or end, no physical boundaries
--It is available 24 hours a day
--It enables you to do incredible things
--It is available to any and every one
--There are often updates
God space is unlike cyberspace in other ways--It doesn't cost anything
--You can access it from anywhere anytime
--It doesn't need towers
--There are no radio waves
--Updates happen automatically
--You need no software or hardware
--Technical support is available 24/7 and there are no long lines to wait in
--It cannot be hacked and there are no viruses
Instructions to sign on to God Space:
1-Make sure you are in your body, which is to say soul, sprit and body are united.
2-Establish contact with your heart and hear what it is saying.
3-Remember what joy feels like.
4-Smile, laugh and cry.
5-Admit that you can't know, see or touch everything that exists.
6-Acknowledge the hugeness and tininess of infinity.
7-Care about others
8-Notice the perfect cacophonous beauty of nature
9-Love God, don’t worry about believing
10-Speak only concerning or positive thoughts about others
Quick instructions
1-Close your eyes and ask a question
2-Sing, dance, rejoice
3-Say a prayer or a blessing
4-Love the moment
5-Imagine pure joy

